In this paper we analyse and compare the clustering of young stars in Chamaeleon I and Taurus. We compute the mean surface density of companion stars Å N as a function of angular displacement v from each star. We then ®t Å Nv with two simultaneous power laws, i.e. Å Nv . K bin v Àb bin K clu v Àb clu . For Chamaeleon I, we obtain b bin 1:97 6 0:07 and b clu 0:28 6 0:06, with the elbow at v elb . 08 : 011 6 08 : 004. For Taurus, we obtain b bin 2:02 6 0:04 and b clu 0:87 6 0:01, with the elbow at v elb . 08 : 013 6 08 : 003. For both star clusters the observational data make large (,5j) systematic excursions from the best®tting curve in the binary regime (v < v elb ). These excursions are visible also in the data used by Larson and Simon, and may be attributable to evolutionary effects of the types discussed recently by Nakajima et al. and Bate et al. In the clustering regime (v > v elb ) the data conform to the best-®tting curve very well, but the b clu values we obtain differ signi®cantly from those obtained by other workers. These differences are due partly to the use of different samples, and partly to different methods of analysis.
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Motivation
As the number of young stars detected in nearby star-formation regions (SFRs) has increased over the last decade, it has become possible to study the clustering properties in these regions Larson 1995; Simon 1997; Nakajima et al. 1998; Bate, Clarke & McCaughrean 1998; Brandner & Ko Èhler 1998) . The manner in which young stars cluster places important constraints on theories of star formation. Numerical simulations of star formation are now approaching a level of sophistication that enables them to make detailed predictions about the density-and velocity-®elds in star-forming gas and the distributions of the resulting stars (e.g. Turner et al. 1995; Whitworth et al. 1995; Bonnell et al. 1997; Klessen 1997; Bonnell, Bate & Zinnecker 1998; Bof®n et al., in preparation) . Since there is a great diversity of star-forming molecular clouds and young star clusters, useful comparisons between observation and simulation can probably only be made using global statistical descriptors, and this paper seeks to develop such descriptors.
Background
Speckle interferometry, lunar occulation and spectroscopic surveys Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 302, 305±313 (1999) q 1999 RAS * E-mail: philip.gladwin@astro.cf.ac.uk (PPG); spyridon.kitsionas@astro. cf.ac.uk (SK); henri.bof®n@astro.cf.ac.uk (HMJB); ant.whitworth@astro. cf.ac.uk (APW) Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/302/2/305/968553 by guest on 11 February 2020 have enabled astronomers to estimate the binary fraction in young stellar populations. In general, the proportion of binaries is at least as high as for mature stars in the ®eld, and in Taurus it appears to be even higher. At the same time, near infrared imaging and X-ray surveys of SFRs have revealed many additional young stars that were not detected by the earlier emission-line searches.
Extending earlier work by Gomez et al. (1993) , Larson (1995) has computed the mean surface density of companions per star, Å Nv, as a function of angular separation, v, in Taurus. Since two distinct power laws of the form Å Nv , v Àb are necessary to ®t his data, Larson concludes that there are two different clustering regimes. The smaller separations de®ne the regime in which binary and higher order multiple systems are found; in this regime he ®nds b bin , 2.15. The larger separations de®ne the regime in which stars appear to be hierarchically clustered, and here he ®nds b clu , 0.62. Larson notes that the break between the two regimes (hereafter referred to as the elbow) occurs at s elb , 0.04 pc, and suggests that this is the Jeans length in the cloud cores from which the stars have formed. Simon (1997) has repeated this analysis for Taurus, and extended it to the Orion±Trapezium and r Ophiuchus SFRs. He ®nds values of b bin and b clu similar to those found by Larson (1995) . However, the elbow shifts to smaller separations going from Taurus (s elb . 0.06 pc), through r Ophiuchus (0.024 pc) to Orion±Trapezium (0.002 pc). Simon argues that it is dif®cult to explain this shift simply on the basis of a 30-fold variation in the Jeans length. He points out that in most cases the elbow is determined largely by the background surface density of the overall cluster; this is re¯ected in the fact that s elb correlates with the mean separation between stars. Essentially the same conclusion was reached by Kitsionas, Gladwin & Whitworth (1998) . Nakajima et al. (1998) have calculated Å Nv for the Orion, Ophiuchus, Chamaeleon, Vela and Lupus SFRs. For SFRs where two power laws are required to ®t the data, they obtain b bin . 2:0 and 0:1 & b clu & 0:8. They show that the elbow occurs at a separation roughly equal to one tenth of the mean nearest-neighbour distance. They also point out that structure which is present when the stars ®rst form will subsequently be erased by random migration owing to the velocity dispersion, which is typically , 1 km s À1 . Thus, as unbound clusters disperse, the elbow should shift to large separations. In addition, some SFRs show evidence that star formation has gone on for several Myr; and so there may be a young, highly clustered population mixed in with an older, less highly clustered population. Bate et al. (1998) have recently undertaken a comprehensive evaluation of the factors in¯uencing Å Nv and its interpretation. They show that Å Nv can be strongly affected by boundary effects. They point out that even if Å Nv can be ®tted with a non-integer power law, this does not necessarily imply fractality. They illustrate this by considering non-fractal distributions for which Å Nv can nevertheless be ®tted with a non-integer power-law. In particular, a simple distribution of single-level clusters in a lower density background can produce an Å Nv which is well ®tted by a non-integer power law. They also demonstrate that evolutionary effects ± dispersal of unbound clusters owing to their intrinsic velocity dispersion, evaporation of stars from small-N bound clusters, tidal dissolution of wide binaries ± should all act to suppress Å Nv in the vicinity of the elbow. Whitworth, Bof®n & Francis (1998) have argued that binary formation via dynamical fragmentation only occurs when the gas becomes thermally coupled to the dust. This leads to a critical density below which binaries are unlikely to form via dynamical fragmentation, and hence to a maximum initial binary separation ,0:05 pc. They suggest that this may contribute to the break in Å Nv at around this separation in sparse star clusters like Taurus, where the overall density is too low for chance projections to be important.
Plan
In this paper we concentrate on the Chamaeleon I SFR, a region of low-mass star formation at a distance of , 140 pc (Schwartz 1992) . In Section 2 we evaluate Å Nv and the box-dimension of the star ®eld, and in Section 3 we review brie¯y the procedure used by Gomez et al. (1993) to generate surface-density maps of young star clusters. In Sections 4 and 5 we describe and evaluate two new algorithms that create contour maps of stellar surface density. In Section 6 we compare our results for Chamaeleon I with Taurus [also at a distance of , 140 pc (Elias 1978) ], and in Section 7 we summarize our conclusions.
For Chamaeleon I we use the positions of 137 optically visible TTauri stars compiled by Lawson, Feigelson & Huenemoerder (1996) and K-band observations of binary systems by Ghez et al. (1997) . For Taurus, positions of 216 optically visible pre-mainsequence stars have been compiled from the sources listed in Table 1 ; these are essentially the same data used by Gomez et al. (1993) but supplemented by the binary searches of Ghez, Neugebauer & Matthews (1993) , Leinert et al. (1993) and Simon et al. (1995) .
S U R FAC E D E N S I T Y O F C O M PA N I O N S
In order to study the distribution of young stars in Taurus, Gomez et al. (1993) evaluated the two-point angular correlation function. Larson (1995) instead evaluated the mean surface density of companions per star, Å Nv, as a function of angular separation, v; this measure avoids the need to de®ne a ®nite background surfacedensity. Simon (1997) used both methods to study the distribution of stars in three different SFRs, and in each case calculated Å Nv out to separations , 1 10 of the overall angular extent of the region, where the two methods are in good agreement. Nakajima et al. (1998) also limited their ®ts to v # v max with v max less than the overall size of the SFR being analysed; but they do not divulge how v max was chosen, and our numerical experiments suggest that the ®t can be quite sensitive to the choice of v max .
Data reduction
To compute Å Nv, we take each star n in turn, and divide the 306 P. P. Gladwin et al.
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and N tot is the total number of stars in the cluster.
Because of discreteness and small-number statistics, the results are quite sensitive to the choice of v 0 . Therefore we repeat this procedure twice, each time increasing v 0 by 2
1=3
. This increases the number of plotted points threefold. It appears to resolve all the signi®cant divergences between the plotted points and the ®tting curves (see, for example, the dip around v , 08 : 02 in the plotted points for Taurus on Fig. 1 ), and therefore there is nothing to be gained by increasing the number of points any further. We believe that it is important to resolve these divergences, at the very least because they provide a graphic measure of the limitations of the ®tting curves. It may even be the case that these excursions constrain the previous evolutionary history of the SFR (cf. Nakajima et al. 1998; Bate et al. 1998 ).
Corrections for incompleteness
Since the stars in Chamaeleon I and Taurus have not all been surveyed for multiplicity, and since some of those which have been surveyed have been surveyed to different limits and/or by different techniques, we have attempted to correct for incompleteness. To do this we assume that multiplicity amongst young stars is scale-invariant, in the sense that a faint system is as likely to be a binary as a bright one. Hence, in Chamaeleon I we presume that the stars not surveyed for companions by Ghez et al. (1997) have ± on average ± the same multiplicity as those that were surveyed. In Taurus we are guided by the multiplicity statistics for stars surveyed by Ghez et al. (1993) , Leinert et al. (1993) and Simon et al. (1995) . Systems are categorized according as to whether they were surveyed in all three programmes, in two, in just one, or in none. They are then compensated for potential companions that would have been missed, on the assumption that the probability for companions in the ranges not surveyed is the same as for stars that were surveyed in these ranges. We emphasize that these corrections only change the coef®cients of the ®tting curves (K bin and K clu in equation 2); they do not signi®cantly affect the exponents (b bin and b clu in equation 2). Bate et al. (1998) discuss a Monte Carlo technique to correct for companions beyond the boundary of the survey region. However, this correction is only appropriate in cases where the cluster continues ± at a comparable surface-density ± outside the area of the survey. In the cases discussed here this is not the case, and so no such correction is attempted.
Fitting procedure
In order to ®t Å Nv, we follow Simon (1997) in ignoring separations greater than one tenth of the angular extent of the region under consideration. We also ignore small separations where the counts are too low to afford reliable statistics. This leaves the ranges 08 : 000015 < v < 08 : 15 for Chamaeleon I; and 08 : 00006 < v < 28 : 2 for Taurus. The points outside these ranges are represented by open circles on Fig. 1 .
The procedure adopted by other workers has been to ®t the observational data piecewise with two power laws. However, our experience has shown that the results are then rather sensitive to the breakpoint where the two power laws meet, and there is no obvious strategy for choosing this breakpoint objectively. Moreover, we would ± in general ± expect there to be binaries with separations greater than the elbow, and chance projections at separations less than the elbow. Therefore our strategy has been to ®t the observational data with two simultaneous power laws:
The elbow v elb is de®ned as the separation at which the two terms
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In order to identify the best ®t we evaluate for each trial ®t the probability that the observational data could be generated from that ®t by Gaussian statistics. The best ®t is then the one with the highest probability, and the uncertainties embrace 1j departures from the best ®t. The data that we ®t are the corrected data, but it should be emphasized that we estimate the standard deviation for the contents of each annulus (and hence the differential probability) using the raw counts, and not the corrected counts. Thus the error bars in Fig. 1 represent the fractional standard deviation based on the raw counts.
Results
Å
Nv is plotted for Chamaeleon I and Taurus in Fig. 1 . The corrected points are the crosses with 1j error bars. For Chamaeleon I (top panel of Fig. 1 ), the best ®t has exponents b bin 1:97 6 0:07 (in the binary/multiple regime at small separations) and b clu 0:28 6 0:06 (in the hierarchical clustering regime at large separations); the elbow is at v elb , 08 : 011 6 08 : 004, corresponding to a projected separation of s elb , 0.027 pc (5500 au) at the distance of Chamaeleon I. For Taurus (bottom panel of Fig. 1 ) the exponents are b bin 2:02 6 0:04 and b clu 0:87 6 0:01, with the elbow at v elb , 08 : 013 6 08 : 003, corresponding to s elb , 0.032 pc (6500 au) at the distance of Taurus. Table 2 summarizes the values of b bin , b clu and s elb obtained by Larson (1995) , Simon (1997) , Nakajima et al. (1998) , Bate et al. (1998) and this work.
We reiterate that the corrections we make for incompleteness have no signi®cant effect on the exponents b bin and b clu , or on the value of v elb . They tend to increase the coef®cients K bin and K clu by 40±50 per cent. To demonstrate this we have plotted the uncorrected points as ®lled circles on Fig. 1 . Equally, if we count the multiple systems found in the surveys of Ghez et al. (1993) , Leinert et al. (1993) and Simon et al. (1995) as single stars (or`systems') for the purpose of computing large separations, this too has no signi®cant effect on b clu .
We note that in the binary regime (v < v elb ) (a) the observational data make rather wide but apparently systematic excursions about the best-®tting line (up to 5j); and (b) these same excursions are also present in the data presented by Larson (1995) and Simon (1997) . They are more apparent in our plots simply because we have displayed more points. Such excursions might be evidence for evolutionary effects of the type described by Nakajima et al. (1998) and Bate et al. (1998) , for example dispersal of unbound clusters, but equally they could have been present when the stars ®rst formed, or they could be the result of some unidenti®ed selection effect. Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) have measured the orbital elements of a large ®eld sample of mature binary systems having F-and Gtype primaries. They show that the distribution of periods is well ®tted by a Gaussian, (5) has FWHM Dlog 10 v . 3:6, i.e. it is very¯at. Therefore the dominant variation comes from the v À2 term, and the Gaussian part simply superimposes a subtle negative curvature.
It is well known that the Duquennoy & Mayor ®eld binary distribution predicts fewer wide binary systems (v * 08 : 0001) than are observed in Taurus, and Fig. 1(b) con®rms this. As pointed out by Padgett, Strom & Ghez (1997) , there are at least three evolutionary processes that might reduce the number of wide systems in a mature stellar population. Additionally, it may be that different SFRs generate different binary distributions, and then these are all convolved together to produce the Duquennoy & Mayor ®eld binary distribution. There is con¯icting evidence on this issue. Padgett et al. (1997) ®nd that in the range 138 to 1050 au, the binary frequency in high-density SFRs like Orion is essentially the same as in the low-density SFRs studied by Reipurth & Zinnecker (1993) ± and signi®cantly higher than in the ®eld. In contrast, Brandner & Ko Èhler (1998) show that in Sco± Cen there are signi®cant variations in the distribution of binary separations in the range 15 to 450 au, in the sense that sub-regions where there are more massive stars also tend to have closer binaries. It will be very important to establish how universal this trend is, for example by investigating whether the lack of massive stars in Chamaeleon I and Taurus is accompanied by a relative paucity of close binary systems. However, the small numbers of close systems in the data sets for Chamaeleon I and Taurus make it impossible to draw such a conclusion at this time.
Projection effects
We concur with Simon (1997) that the apparent shift in s elb going from Taurus (,0:03 to 0.06 pc) through Chamaeleon I (,0:03 pc) and r Ophiuchus (,0:02 pc) to Orion±Trapezium (,0:002 pc) is largely a projection effect. In other words, there appears to be an approximately universal distribution of separations in the binary regime, giving
with b bin 2:0 6 0:2 and K bin satisfying the approximate condition vv elb v0 Å N bin v 2pvdv , 1 ; 7
i.e. an average of about one binary (or multiple) companion per star. Therefore in denser clusters the intercept between the binary regime and the clustering regime shifts to smaller projected separations. However, the distribution of separations in the clustering regime appears to be much less universal. Speci®cally, b clu , although always well de®ned, ranges from 0.0 (Simon's minimum for Orion±Trapezium) to 0.9 (our maximum for Taurus) ± see Table 2 . Our experiments con®rm the conclusions of Bate et al. (1998) . The form of Å Nv is very sensitive to the treatment of boundary effects, and to the sample used; this is well illustrated by the work of Nakajima et al. (1998) . One possible reason for the very small b clu value we obtain for Chamaeleon I (as compared with Taurus) is that we have used an X-ray-selected sample here and this may favour the diaspora of weak-line T Tauri stars (WTTS), as against the more centrally clustered classical T Tauri stars (CTTS). By contrast, in Taurus most of the stars we use were initially detected in emission-line surveys, and therefore we might expect CTTS to be better represented than WTTS, giving a large b clu , as observed. It is also clear that the procedure of ®tting the two power laws simultaneously can make a signi®cant difference to the result. When we analysed Simon's Taurus data by ®tting two power laws separately, we obtained the same ®tting parameters as he did.
Box dimension
We have also calculated the box-dimensions of these two SFRs. To do this we place a uniform Cartesian grid over the star ®eld and count the number of grid-cells N occ that contain stars. This is repeated for several different values of the grid-spacing Dv. Strictly, the box-dimension is given by
However, since the clustering with which we are concerned has a ®nite dynamic range, we have adopted the following procedure. First we determine the range of Dv values to be considered. To do this we construct a square box of side Dv max which just contains the cluster under investigation. If the cluster contains N tot stars, we replace them with N tot points distributed randomly within the boundaries of this box. Next we ®nd the smallest grid-spacing Dv min for which the box-dimension of the randomly distributed points equals 2. The range of Dv values is then taken to be Dv min # Dv # Dv max .
Finally we return to the star cluster and evaluate the slope of the plot of logN occ against logDv for Dv values in this range:
For Chamaeleon I this gives D box 1:51 6 0:12 in the range 08 : 29 # Dv # 28 : 0; and for Taurus, D box 1:39 6 0:01 in the range 38 # Dv # 208. Given the small dynamic range of Dv, the signi®cance of D box is simply as a descriptor for the structure on the largest scales. It has no signi®cance unless quoted along with the dynamic range of Dv. In particular it does not constitute admissible evidence of fractality. Gomez et al. (1993) have generated surface-density maps of the young stars in Taurus by applying a kernel smoothing technique.
S U R FAC E -D E N S I T Y M A P P I N G A L G O R I T H M S
With this technique they demonstrate the existence of several subgroups of pre-main-sequence stars within the Taurus cluster. Such maps are useful for comparing the distribution of young stars with the distribution of dense gas from which stars form, and also for comparing with maps generated by numerical simulations of star formation. However, any such map depends critically on the choice of smoothing length. It is unclear how Gomez et al. made this choice. We present here two algorithms for determining the smoothing length objectively. Algorithm I (SCATTER) uses a universal smoothing length. Algorithm II (GATHER) uses a local smoothing length. We stress that although the ®nal maps are evidently similar morphologically, this does not mean that the algorithm used to generate a map is unimportant. The information extracted from the raw star ®eld is substantially different. The principal differences lie in the contour levels, which have a much larger dynamic range for Algorithm II (GATHER).
In both cases a grid is drawn over the star ®eld, and the surface density of stars is calculated at each grid point. Standard software is then used to plot contours of constant surface density. Provided the grid is suf®ciently ®ne, the precise grid spacing has no signi®cant in¯uence on the ®nal map.
A L G O R I T H M I : S C AT T E R
Given N tot stars with positions (x n ; y n ) n 1 to N tot ), Algorithm I evaluates the arithmetic mean (Å s) of their angular 
The universal smoothing length h is then given by
Each star n is considered in turn and distributed to the surrounding grid points x; y using a normalized linear smoothing kernel with compact support,
where r 2 x À x n 2 y À y n 2 . The contributions from individual stars are summed at each grid point to obtain a surface-density array, and then contour diagrams are plotted. The minimum contour is drawn at
so that isolated single stars are not contoured, i.e. N min > W0.
Since the kernel is normalized, the ®nal surface-density map is also normalized, in the sense that the sky Nx; ydxdy N tot : 14
However, by using a universal smoothing length h, we are inevitably capturing only structures on scales of order h. Structures on scales much smaller than h are smoothed out, because the constituent stars are closer together than their individual smoothing lengths. Structures on scales much greater than h are not contoured because the kernels of their constituent stars do not overlap. If clustering is hierarchical (e.g. Larson 1995) , the limited dynamical range of the SCATTER algorithm will suppress this fact.
None the less, the resulting contour maps appear to reproduce the features which the human eye sees. This is demonstrated in Figs 2 and 3. The raw star ®elds are shown in Fig. 2 , with Chamaeleon I at the top, and Taurus at the bottom. The contour maps obtained with the SCATTER algorithm are shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the linear scale of the Chamaeleon I map (, 18) is about ten times smaller than the linear scale of the Taurus map (, 108).
A L G O R I T H M I I : G AT H E R
In Algorithm II we compute for each grid point, the distance d k to the k th nearest-neighbour star, for k # k max . The surface density N g at that grid point is then calculated by gathering contributions from these stars according to
Thus the effective smoothing length is an average of the distances d k to the nearest k max stars. The best results are obtained with a weighted sum of the squared distances. By invoking an adaptive local smoothing length, this algorithm ensures that the computed surface-density is ®nite everywhere ± albeit very low in places where the stars are few and far between. This extends the dynamic range of the algorithm, and thereby increases its chance of capturing any hierarchical structure in the underlying star ®eld.
Algorithm II is objective provided that the choice of k max and the scheme for computing the weighting factors w k are objective. For simplicity we use: stars. ² Secondly, we do not wish to weight heavily the closest neighbouring stars, otherwise we will over-emphasize binary systems.
However, the resulting surface-density map is only normalized, in the sense of equation (14), if the surface density is truncated at a ®nite value. For Chamaeleon I this truncation value is N min 47:7 star deg À2 , and for Taurus it is N min 4:06 star deg À2 . In other words, at all grid points where N g falls below the truncation value, we set N g to zero.
Again the resulting contour maps appear to reproduce the features which the human eye sees. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . Inspection of the limiting contour values listed in Table 3 shows that the GATHER algorithm does indeed have a signi®cantly larger dynamic range than the SCATTER algorithm. For this reason GATHER is our preferred algorithm.
R E S U LT S
Contour maps obtained by the two algorithms described above are shown in Figs 3 and 4 . On all four maps, the contours are equally spaced in logarithm between N min and N peak , but since N peak q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 302, 305±313 corresponds to the highest single pixel, the maximum contour drawn falls below N peak at N max . On all maps, only ®ve contours are drawn, to avoid confusion.
We see that Chamaeleon I divides into two main sub-clusters, having > 100 stars per square degree, and linear extent , 08 : 4 or , 1 pc. Within these are three more compact sub-sub-clusters having > 500 star deg À2 , and linear extent , 08 : 1 or , 0.25 pc. Taurus contains many more sub-clusters. Gomez et al. (1993) identify six sub-clusters, but of course the precise number depends on how a sub-cluster is de®ned. If we require a sub-cluster to be an isolated peak of at least one order of magnitude in surface density, we ®nd seven sub-clusters in the GATHER map ± which is the more discriminating map. The sub-clusters in Taurus are much less dense (typically , 10 star deg À2 ) than those in Chamaeleon I. In particular we note that the two Chamaeleon I sub-clusters are similar in linear size and separation to the two sub-clusters in the north-west corner of Taurus (Groups I and II of Gomez et al. (1993) , at a. 4 h 15 min and d . 288). However, the two sub-clusters in Chamaeleon I contain about ®ve times as many stars as Groups I and II in Taurus.
In fact the sub-clusters in Chamaeleon I are probably bound. Each sub-cluster contains about 50 stars, so its total mass is ,10 35 g, and each sub-cluster has a radius ,0:5 pc. Therefore they are bound provided their intrinsic velocity dispersion is Dv & 1 km s À1 .
C O N C L U S I O N S
We have calculated the surface density of companions per star as a function of angular separation for Chamaeleon I and Taurus. We have used a ®tting procedure which avoids the subjectivity of locating the elbow by eye. For Chamaeleon I, we obtain Å Nv~v À1:97 for v p 08 : 013 and Å Nv~v À0:28 for v q 08 : 013. For Taurus, we obtain Å Nv~v À2:02 for v p 08 : 011 and Å Nv~v À0:87 for v q 08 : 011.
In combination with the results of Larson (1995) , Simon (1997) and Nakajima et al. (1998) , our results suggest that universal processes are at work determining the multiplicity of newly formed stars, with b bin . 2:0 6 0:1, and K bin . 3: 6 1:´10 À2 star deg À2 . One possibility is that the statistics of binary and multiple systems are determined by dynamical fragmentation occuring in gas which has suddenly become dense enough to be cooled ef®ciently by dust (Whitworth, Bof®n & Francis 1998) .
In contrast, the large-scale clustering of young stars shows quite a large variation from one star-formation region to another. In general the power-law ®t to Å Nv in the clustering regime is rather tight, and hence the values of K clu and b clu obtained are well determined, although they do depend quite sensitively both on the sample used, and on the analysis technique used. The differences between starformation regions are not solely the result of different overall surface densities. There is no compelling evidence for a universal clustering process at work.
We have also calculated the box-dimensions for the two star clusters: 1:51 6 0:12 in the range 08 : 29 # Dv # 28 : 0 for Chamaeleon I, and 1:39 6 0:01 in the range 38 # Dv # 208 for Taurus. We emphasize that these are only descriptors of the clustering and not admissible evidence for fractality.
We have presented two objective algorithms for constructing surface-density maps of star clusters. The SCATTER algorithm has the advantage that it is implicitly normalized, but it has limited dynamic range and therefore suppresses hierarchical clustering. The GATHER algorithm has the advantage of increased dynamic range, but it has to be normalized explicitly. Both algorithms capture the structures seen by the human eye, and both avoid contouring individual stars
The surface-density maps show that the sub-clusters in Chamaeleon I are very similar in linear size (,1 pc) and separation (,2 pc) to those in Taurus, but apparently much denser; if we assume that the sub-clusters in both SFRs are approximately spherical, then those in Chamaeleon are denser than those in Taurus by a factor * 5. There appears to be a characteristic length-scale for cluster formation, which is roughly independent of cluster mass. For instance, Lada et al. (1991) ®nd that the embedded clusters in L1630 also have sizes and separations of this order.
One of the interesting problems which Bate et al. (1998) identify is that a given b clu could derive from a fractal distribution, but it could equally derive from single-level clustering. The resolution of this dichotomy may lie in the analysis of surface-density maps of the type we have generated here. For instance, in principle fractality should be revealed by a plot of perimeter versus area for the isosurface-density contours. However, in practice, we have found that in Taurus and Chamaeleon I there are insuf®cient contours to obtain a reliable dimension. And in reality, the notion of fractal dimension may not be very meaningful for a property (the surface density) with such a small dynamic range, or a star ®eld with so few stars (, 100).
Another problem which Bate et al. (1998) identify is that Å Nv does not give any indication of the density pro®les of individual sub-clusters. Here surface-density contours can clearly help, since even small-N clusters are resolved in unconfused regions like Taurus. For an isolated cluster de®ned by contours at surface densities N k (with N k1 > N k ) and enclosing areas A k , we have where k max is the central contour in the cluster, N is the surface density, and n is the volume density.
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